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Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation 
finance in the coming years?

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to 
understand about litigation finance?

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?

What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the 
industry having to overcome in the next three years?

Organized by:

In anticipation of IMN’s 2nd Annual Financing, Structuring & Investing in 

Litigation Finance Conference, taking place in New York City on June 4th, we 

asked some of our key speakers to share their insights regarding the challenges, 

developments, and opportunities that are at the forefront of the industry today.

This is what they had to say…

THE 2ND ANNUAL 

FINANCING, STRUCTURING 
AND INVESTING IN LITIGATION 
FINANCE CONFERENCE
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JO BURGESS 
Strategy & Operations Director 
Affiniti Finance

GRANT CUMBLEY 
Head of Pricing & Risk 
Affiniti Finance

Jo joined Affiniti Finance in 2018 to manage operations, governance and strategic planning across the company. Jo has 
over 10 years’ experience working at both the UK’s largest Insurer and the UK’s largest Broker. She made the move to 
Litigation Finance after working with Affiniti to set up a specialist MGA for ATE insurance. Jo presided over the design and 
build of Affiniti’s custom built, integrated IT platform, the first of it’s kind in the UK market. Jo has a wealth of experience 
in governance, programme management, operational management and strategic planning.

Grant joined Affiniti Finance in 2016 and co-ordinates the analysis and underwriting for new cases across Affiniti’s 
Commercial & FCA regulated divisions. Grant utilizes his 20 year’s experience in the legal, ATE and cost sector  to work 
directly with Counsel, Lawyers and ATE providers on the end to end of Affiniti’s underwriting division.

Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years?  

In the U.K. one of the biggest opportunities is in relation to funding litigation fees associated with 
cases in the rapidly evolving area of Financial Mis-Selling claims against Banks.

Development of GLO / Class Action cases in the U.K.

In addition to this, globally, we see the continued development of funding Group and commercial 
litigation actions as more lawyers embrace and understand the benefits that Litigation funding 
has to the legal team, claimant and the legal strategy being proposed.

Moving into new Jurisdictions as and when they come on line.

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to understand about litigation finance? 

That litigation funders are here to help claimants to progress those cases that they either 
can’t afford, want to offset risk or aren’t prepared to invest in for commercial reasons.

Financing of litigation cases is a joint effort between the various parties with the common 
aim of achieving the best result for the claimant and should always be in their best interests. 

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?

Development and availability of ATE insurance to cover own lawyers costs along with 
disbursements, and where applicable adverse costs has enabled funders to work with claimants 
and lawyers on a broader range of good claims that historically didn’t get off the ground.

Global awareness of Litigation funding and how it is being embraced by litigation teams as a 
way to move litigation forward.  Lawyers are starting to understand the model of sharing risk 
and having off balance sheet lending to support the claims of their clients and the growth of 
their firms. 

What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the industry having to overcome in the 
next three years? 

 - Availability of sufficient ATE insurance capacity

 - Changes in the law surrounding funding

 -  Competitors entering the market who may underprice the risk causing a decrease 
in margins and an unsustainable long term market 

 

A

Q

Collaborative Entry from:  
Affiniti Finance
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DOUGLAS G. GRUENER 
Partner 
Levenfeld Pearlstein
Doug is a partner in the Corporate & Securities Group of Levenfeld Pearlstein, LLC. His practice focuses on complex 
transactional matters, including mergers and acquisitions, equity and debt financings, restructurings, fund formation, 
securities law compliance, and joint ventures.  Doug has extensive experience representing clients in the financial sector, 
including private equity funds, hedge fund managers, non-traditional asset managers, and proprietary trading firms.  Within 

non-traditional asset classes, Doug has developed a specialty in litigation finance, representing both providers and recipients of capital with 
regard to their transactional needs.

Prior to joining LP, Doug was a partner at Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP, and thereafter served as in-house counsel for leading companies in 
the litigation finance industry, including as General Counsel of Gerchen Keller Capital, LLC.

Doug graduated summa cum laude from Case Western Reserve University with a B.S. in Accounting, and earned his J.D., magna cum laude, 
from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law, where he was the Business Manager of the University of Pittsburgh Law Review. Prior to 
entering law school, Doug was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship to research Japanese corporate governance at Kobe University.

Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years?     

Although the longest bull market in history continues for the moment, I expect that the 
inevitable downturn in the equity markets and other traditional asset classes will be a fulcrum 
for further growth of litigation finance.  I believe this growth will be observed both in terms 
of the supply of capital, most particularly from hedge funds and other financial institutions 
seeking greater exposure to non-traditional and non-correlated asset classes, and the 
demand therefor, as law firms and companies seek creative financing solutions to navigate a 
more challenging economic environment.

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to understand about litigation finance?  

While litigation finance is still in the relatively early stages of development in the U.S., I believe 
it is an industry of permanence that will only get better with time for all key stakeholders.  
Competition among funders will drive improved processes and innovative solutions, which 
will enhance funders’ origination and underwriting processes, cause capital to be allocated 
more efficiently to lawyers and their clients, and ultimately benefit investors through improved 
portfolio construction and lower costs.  While this will naturally bring about more attractive 
pricing for the recipients of capital, for funders who stay ahead of the curve in establishing 
return profiles that accurately reflect the applicable risks, the benefits of more efficient and 
potentially greater deployments of capital should offset the macro-level trends in pricing.  

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?  

The provision by funders to law firms of large firm-wide financings, not tied to particular 
active claims, has become more prevalent and given law firms a powerful tool for growth.  
On the other end of the spectrum,  law firms and litigants seeking investments of $1 million 
or less to support specific cases have benefited from the market entry of funders that 
accommodate, and in some instances specifically target, investments of this size. 

What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the industry having to overcome in the 
next three years?   

As an impressive amount of capital designated for litigation finance investments continues to 
be successfully raised, the question persists of whether the scale of high quality investment 
opportunities will be sufficient to support the supply of funding.  I believe a major factor 
in meeting this challenge will be the industry’s continued efforts to educate potential 
counterparties in the U.S. legal market about the finer points of litigation finance transactions.  
Although the industry’s presence is generally well-known at this point, opportunities for 
enhanced awareness exist in several areas, including with regard to the various purposes 
for which funding is available, the tax treatment of transactions, and how legal ethics rules 
apply.  As knowledge of these areas continues to build, so will the recognition by law firms 
and companies of how litigation finance can meet their needs. A

Q
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EVAN WEIN 
Partner, Senior Advisor-Special Situations 
Mercury Capital Advisors
Evan H. Wein is Partner and Senior Advisor for Special Situations at Mercury Capital Advisors.  Over his 37 year career, Mr. 
Wein was previously a Senior Managing Director for Norfolk Markets, where he had global responsibility for capital markets 
and high yield financings. Prior to Norfolk, Mr. Wein was a Senior Managing Director and Head of Fixed Income at Weeden 
& Company, and earlier he was a Senior Partner at Skybridge Capital, an international incubation fund. Mr. Wein was also 

the CEO and Founding Partner of Coventry Capital, and Lucerne Management, specializing in high yield and distressed opportunities, options, 
and currency strategies. He spent 18 years at Merrill Lynch and Co., where he served as Managing Director, Head of Global High Yield Sales, 
and was a member of the Fixed Income Management Committee.  Under Mr. Wein’s leadership, Merrill Lynch’s High Yield department achieved 
record growth and profitability, becoming one of the most successful and prominent high yield franchises on Wall Street.  Mr. Wein graduated 
from the University of Pennsylvania with a Bachelor of Arts Degree, cum laude, in European History and Economics. 

Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years? 

I am responsible for Direct Deals and Special Situations at MercuryCapital.  I source Opporunities 
for large institutional clients that I have known for over 35 years.  I raised in excess of 800mm 
for a publicly traded company in the space over the past several years.  The asset class is vibrant 
and capital flow is significant and will continue to be so for the best in class in Litigation Finance.    

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to understand about litigation finance? 

The asset class will only tolerate the best underwriting capabilities and robust pipelines with 
a diversification/portfolio approach.  One off case-by-case Opportunities are also attractive, 
particularly in decent size $50mm plus.

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?

With the growth in the asset class and an ever-widening pool of talent, the market has far more 
capital to deploy with fewer attractive opportunities to invest in, therefore, Litigation Finance has 
significant bandwidth in the investor world.

What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the industry having to overcome in the 
next three years? 

The challenges are finding the best in class for the investment community.  That’s my job. A

Q
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ERIC BLINDERMAN 
CEO 
Therium
Eric is the Chief Executive Officer of Therium Inc. Eric is a seasoned international and commercial litigator who, while at 
Proskauer Rose LLP, has represented governmental and private entities in the U.S., Middle East, China, Europe, and Canada 
in complex litigations and international commercial arbitrations. Eric also worked for the U.S. Department of Defense and 
the U.S. Department of Justice – including serving in Iraq as Chief Legal Counsel and Associate Deputy to the Regime 

Crimes Liaison’s Office, where he served as the principal U.S. attorney responsible for advising on all matters of law and procedure in the trial 
of Saddam Hussein and seven other co-defendants. Eric holds a Masters of Legal Studies with distinction from the University of Oxford, a Juris 
Doctor cum laude from Cornell Law School, and a Bachelor of Science in communications with a concentration in government from Cornell 
University. Eric is also the founder and owner of a critically acclaimed restaurant in New York City called Mas (farmhouse), and he is an Adjunct 
Professor of Law at Vanderbilt Law School where he teaches International Commercial Arbitration.

Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years? 

The most significant opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years involve the expansion 
of litigation finance to larger corporate entities that are presently capable of bearing the costs 
of litigation but who generally only spend money on defense side litigation.  As such companies 
become educated about the benefits that litigation finance products provide, the customer base 
for such products will expand significantly.  This is particularly true as corporate General Counsels 
and CFOs learn how litigation finance products (which are usually off balance-sheet) can enable 
them to unlock immediate cash-flow from plaintiff-side litigation that they might not ordinarily 
pursue for fear of tying up core capital in an endeavor that may not result in a revenue event for 
three-to-five years.    

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to understand about litigation finance? 

Investors need to understand that litigation finance is an asset class that requires patient capital.  
There are no short cuts to outsize returns.  A disciplined and prudent approach to investing is 
necessary to ensure that capital is protected and returned to the investor with an appropriate 
risk adjusted premium.  Lawyers should know that litigation finance is a tool that they should 
begin exploring at the outset of any case in order to provide their clients maximum flexibility with 
respect to the pricing of any litigation.  To do that, they should work with credible and established 
funders so that they are fluent with respect to each funders’ diligence process, pricing, and areas 
of expertise.  Any lawyer who does not educate himself or herself about how litigation financing 
can benefit their clients is at a competitive disadvantage in comparison to lawyers that are 
educated about these issues.

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?

The industry has evolved significantly with an increasing focus on portfolio funding products 
in which multiple litigations are cross-collateralized against one another in exchange for lower 
pricing.  In addition, the increasing injection of capital into the litigation finance industry has 
started to create a more mature market for investors and those that utilize litigation finance 
products.

What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the industry having to overcome in the 
next three years? 

The biggest challenge that the industry will have to overcome in the next three years is 
educating relevant stakeholders about how litigation funding works in practice as opposed 
to sound-bites provided by those who lack any understanding about the industry. The US 
Chamber of Commerce, among others, continues to stoke irrational fears regarding the 
impact of litigation funding on our justice system, rather than educating itself about the 
realities of the industry and the benefits that litigation funding can provide to its constituents.  
Education is critical to ensure that regulatory endeavors are thoughtful, buttress the 
integrity of the judicial process, and recognize the legitimate role that funders provide in 
ensuring access to the courthouse.  As the industry continues to expand, it is also becoming 
increasingly important to educate the myriad of others who presently do not use litigation 
finance products, but who would benefit from such use. A

Q
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William Weisman continued onto the next page...

WILLIAM H. WEISMAN 
Investment Officer 
Therium
William H. Weisman is a highly seasoned attorney with extensive experience litigating complex commercial cases.   Mr. 
Weisman began his legal career at Proskauer Rose LLP, where he was a member of Proskauer’s financial services and 
securities litigation practice groups.   His clients included preeminent global financial institutions, which he represented 
both at trial and in regulatory matters.   Mr. Weisman subsequently joined the law firm Gordon & Rees LLP, where he 
oversaw all aspects of high-stakes litigations at the trial and appellate levels.  Mr. Weisman joined Therium from Liberty 

International Underwriters Inc., where he handled high exposure matters for the company’s Directors & Officers insurance business. Mr. 
Weisman received his law degree, cum laude, from Brooklyn Law School.  Mr. Weisman was a law clerk extern for the Honorable Edward R. 
Korman, Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York.

Where do you see the biggest opportunities in litigation finance in the coming years? 

As litigation finance becomes ever more common in the U.S. legal market, more and better 
opportunities will originate from top-tier law firms that traditionally were not set up to utilize 
alternative fee arrangements and contingency work.  Given this historical precept, these firms 
initially exhibited a hesitancy to work with litigation funders.  That is not the situation anymore.  
Such firms, like all other constituencies across the commercial litigation landscape, recognize 
that litigation finance is essential to foster growth and maximize firm revenues.  Moreover, this 
recognition dovetails with a similar realization occurring amongst law firms’ core client base—
general counsels at institutional corporate clients.   At a large corporation, the general counsel’s 
office often is viewed as a cost center and heavily focused on defending claims brought against 
the business.  There understandably is minimal appetite to devote significant financial resources 
to bring offensive litigation, which, though highly meritorious, still entails risk and might not pay 
out for many years.  However, amongst general counsels, we recently have seen a much clearer 
understanding that meritorious legal claims are corporate assets no different from any other, and 
therefore should be monetized.  Partnering with a litigation funder allows the company to offload 
the financial burden and risk of offensive litigation, and thereby monetize meritorious claims that 
otherwise might never be brought.  

What key points do you want investors and lawyers to understand about litigation finance? 

With respect to investors seeking access to an asset class that is uncorrelated to the broader 
markets, exposure to litigation finance makes perfect sense.  While it is now well understood, it 
still bears mentioning that litigation finance largely is uncorrelated to the whims of the financial 
market.  Simply put, a downturn in the S&P 500 has little bearing on the outcome of a breach 
of contract case.  In fact, as the volume of commercial litigation tends to increase in times of 
economic distress (thus bringing more prime opportunities for funders), investments in litigation 
finance funds would seem especially choice during periods of market turmoil.  With respect to 
lawyers, prospective clients should understand that it is important to shop around.  All funders 
are not created equal, and funders are not simply an interchangeable, nondescript capital source.  
Rather, the funder should serve as a trusted financial partner for the life of the litigation.  It is 
important to partner with a team you feel comfortable with and trust, and who appreciate the 
nuances and strategy of both the litigation and the long-term, overarching business objectives 
motivating the claimant.  

In what ways has the industry evolved in the past year?

We are seeing certain funders move somewhat away from a concentration on one-off, single 
case funding, in favor of portfolio products that bundle cases together and therefore decrease 
risk but also pay substantially lower returns.  There are many reasons for that subtle shift in 
focus.  To be certain, one-off, single case investing inherently entails greater risk because there 
is a binary outcome, while portfolio funding allows the funder to take its return from any one 
or a number of cases in the cross-collateralized portfolio.  The increased emphasis on portfolio 
funding likely also is driven by the natural maturation of the market.  Law firm leaders, ever 
pressed to maximize profits per partner, are now more familiar with and recognize how portfolio 
products can increase a firm’s bottom line.  However, this subtle change in priorities at some 
funders presents a potential boon for adept funders like Therium who offer portfolio products 
but also retain a focus on single cases and have the necessary skills and experience to identify 
and diligence such opportunities efficiently. 

A

Q
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What are the biggest challenges that you envisage the industry having to overcome in the 
next three years? 

While legal finance has made monumental strides in the United States, the industry still is 
in the relatively early stages of development.  Significant segments of the legal community 
remain largely unfamiliar with the myriad ways that litigation finance can directly benefit 
them.  As a former commercial litigator who still has many colleagues and friends who are 
litigators, I don’t want to see practitioners disadvantaged and playing catch-up because their 
competition has incorporated funding into their practice.  One challenge for the industry is to 
continue educating people who should be making regular use of our products, so that they 
can grow and we can grow right alongside them. A

Q

WILLIAM H. WEISMAN 
Investment Officer 
Therium
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Find out more...

Conference Venue

Those featured in our eBook will join our 40+ speaking faculty and discuss 
latest trends and progressive approaches in the litigation funding space. 
With over 250+ investors, lawyers, brokers, asset managers, financiers 
and consultants attending, the conference is the ideal place to learn, 
network and build critical business relationships.  

We hope you will join us June 4 in New York City as industry leaders 
gather at this must attend event. For more information or to register, 
please visit www.imn.org/litigation. 

The Union League Club 
38 East 37 Street 
New York, NY 10016 USA

Phone: 212-685-3800

Website: Union League Club
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Can’t make it?  
Here are some additional upcoming  

events that might be of interest:

ABS EAST 2019

BANK SPECIAL 
ASSETS (MIDWEST)

September 22-24, 2019 
Miami Beach, FL 

September 12-13, 2019 
Chicago, IL


